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Abstract: This article presents an innovative dynamic model that describes the probability distribu-
tions of ordered categorical variables observed over time. For this purpose, we extend the definition
of the mixture distribution obtained from the combination of a uniform and a shifted binomial
distribution (CUB model), introducing time-varying parameters. The model parameters identify
the main components ruling the respondent evaluation process: the degree of attraction towards
the object under assessment, the uncertainty related to the answer, and the weight of the refuge
category that is selected when a respondent is unwilling to elaborate a thoughtful judgement. The
method provides a tool to quantify the data from qualitative surveys. For illustrative purposes, the
dynamic CUB model is applied to the consumers’ perceptions and expectations of inflation in Italy to
investigate: (a) the effect of the COVID pandemic on inflation beliefs; (b) the impact of income level
on respondents’ expectations.

Keywords: survey data; ordinal data; CUB model

1. Introduction

Business and consumer survey data are the basis for several indicators describing
the trend of macro-economic variables that are fundamental for monitoring the overall
performance of the economic system. Qualitative surveys typically ask interviewees
to express their perceptions or expectations about the current or future tendency of a
reference economic variable (such as inflation or industrial output) using a trichotomous
or a fine-tuned ordered scale. Surveys are carried out at regular interval by statistical
offices and the collected data are traditionally published in aggregate form, reporting the
proportions of positive, neutral or negative assessments. Given the level of data aggregation,
the methods relying on the individual responses and covariates describing the panel of
respondents are of limited use [1]. Thus, many studies in the literature have investigated
how these proportions could be converted into a quantitative measure of the perceived
or expected development of an economic variable. Among the earliest contributions, the
balance statistic of the frequencies of positive and negative responses, due to Theil [2], the
probability method of Carlson and Parkin [3], and the regression approach [4], have been
widely applied in empirical studies and have stimulated several developments (see [5]
for an overview). Recently, attention has been focused on the use of time-series models
for proportions of respondents falling in each response category over time. In this vein,
ref. [6] proposed two methods. The first one is a non-parametric method based on a spectral
envelope that helps to estimate the linear combination of the proportions. The second one,
instead, extracts the latent cycle from the multivariate time series of proportions by means
of a parametric dynamic cumulative logit model.

This article presents an innovative dynamic model that describes the probability
distributions of an ordered categorical variable observed over time. We suggest the use
of model time-varying parameters as indicators of the diversity of respondents’ opinions,
shifting from an optimistic to a pessimistic state as the economic situation evolves.
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For this aim, we extend the well-established CUB model [7–9]. The acronym denotes
a univariate mixture distribution, defined by the convex combination of a uniform and a
shifted binomial distribution, that mimics a simplified mechanism of judgement formation.
In particular, this mechanism is ruled by two unobserved components denoted as feeling
and uncertainty. The former describes the respondents’ latent attitude towards the object
of evaluation. The latter conveys the uncertainty of the evaluation process, caused by the
difficulties that respondents’ experience when they have to bring their opinions into focus
and summarize them into a well-defined category [10]. In this regard, refs. [8,11] discussed
the main features and advantages of the CUB model compared with those embedded in the
GLM (generalized linear model) class (i.e., cumulative models). These advantages include
the parsimonious formulation (the estimation of cut-points is not needed), the meaning
given to the parameters as elements of the rater choice mechanism, the wide range of
graphical representations that support the interpretation of results and the possibility to
solve discrimination and classification problems in the presence of multiple items.

When ordinal data are produced from repeated surveys, the temporal pattern of the
uncertainty and feeling components represents how the shape of the distribution of the
ordered categorical variables change over time. The initial suggestion on the use of CUB
models for ordinal time series was made by [12] and has been further developed by [13].
However, these methods are based on a two-step procedure that requires the estimate of a
CUB model at each instant separately. The parameter estimates are then collected into time
series, which become the focus of further modelling. This article, instead, develops a direct
approach that establishes an explicit link between the parameters of the dynamic CUB
model and a number of explanatory variables. In this way, the time dependency between
frequency distributions is preserved and directly modelled.

The dynamic CUB model offers a parsimonious parametric representation that can
be used for various purposes. Firstly, the graph of the estimated time-varying parameters
allows the identification of changes in respondents’ opinions and the evaluation of the
impact of external economic shocks. In our view, this picture is more informative than
studying the time series of summary statistics, such as the mean or median of the observed
distributions [14]. Moreover, the pattern of the estimated time-varying parameters provides
a characterization that helps to discover similarities among the opinions expressed on a
given item by different groups of respondents.

The empirical case study in Section 3 shows how these aims can be achieved in practice
using graphical representations of the uncertainty and feeling components. The study
examines data from the consumer opinion surveys conducted regularly by the national
statistical institute (ISTAT) as part of the Joint Harmonised EU Programme of Business
and Consumer Surveys. Although, since 2010, quantitative inflation perceptions and
expectations have been collected by national statistical institutes in Europe, respondents
find it much easier to provide the direction of change in inflation rather than numerical
estimates of such variation. This results in a consistent bias in the quantitative estimate
of inflation [15]. For this reason, the statistical treatment of subjective judgements about
current and future inflation is still a topic of considerable interest. In particular, the
proposed model is applied to investigate the consumer perceptions and expectations about
inflation in Italy considering: (a) the evolution of consumers’ beliefs during the COVID
pandemic; (b) the disagreement between respondents with different income levels. The
results show that: (a) the pandemic had a strong effect on consumer opinion formation,
but that the impact was temporary; (b) disadvantaged people typically tended to expect a
higher level of inflation and this propensity changed significantly over the years.

The article is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the dynamic CUB model and
the estimation problem. Section 3 presents the data and discusses the results of the analysis.
Finally, some closing remarks conclude the article.
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2. Method and Materials
2.1. The Dynamic CUB Model

We assume that the question aimed at identifying the respondent’s opinion or attitude
towards a certain item is framed positively. Then, the individual responses are represented
by means of m > 3 ordered categories, attaching the lowest score to the worst judgement.
Denoting with {Yt, t = 1, . . ., T} a collection of random variables describing the ordinal
data observed at different time points, we characterize Yt by means of the following
probability mass distribution:

P(Yt = y|St−1) = δtDc
yt + (1− δt)

[
πt

(
m− 1
y− 1

)
(1− ξt)

y−1ξ
m−y
t + (1− πt)

1
m

]
, (1)

y = 1, 2, . . ., m; (2)

with:

logit(πt) = log(
πt

1− πt
) = z

′
tβ, (3)

logit(ξt) = log(
ξt

1− ξt
) = w

′
tγ, (4)

logit(δt) = log(
δt

1− δt
) = v

′
tψ, (5)

where zt, wt and vt are vectors including the constant term and the values of lagged
explanatory variables (predictors), St−1 is the set of information concerning these variables
until time (t − 1), and β, γ and ψ are vectors of parameters. Overall, the parameters
are indicated with θ = (β′, γ′, ψ′)′. The time-varying parameters satisfy the constraints:
0 < πt ≤ 1; 0 ≤ ξt ≤ 1; 0 ≤ δt ≤ 1, for t = 1, . . ., T.

Finally, Dc
yt is a degenerate distribution with unit mass at the shelter category c ∈

{1, . . ., m}. This is a neutral or safe category that is selected by respondents who are
careless, unwilling or unable to express a thoughtful judgement [10]. The presence of such
a category is especially useful for modelling data from surveys addressed to non-experts
(for example, households, entrepreneurs and small business owners). The choice process is
then represented by a sort of c-inflated model. At a given time t, the respondent decides
between giving a quick answer using the refuge category or undertaking deeper reflection
about the question content. The two alternatives are selected with probability δt and
(1− δt), respectively. Due to the nature of the shelter category, it is reasonable to assume
that c remains unchanged over time.

Once the respondent is willing to think more deeply, the judgement is driven by
the feeling and uncertainty components. Specifically, at a given time t, the parameter ξt
characterizes the shifted binomial distribution. In particular, for given values of πt, δt and
m, the skewness of the distribution is negative when (1− ξt) > 0.5. This implies that the
larger (1− ξt), the larger is the probability that respondents attach a high rating to the item
under evaluation. The opposite, instead, is verified when (1− ξt) < 0.5. For this reason,
(1− ξt) has been related to the latent attitude of respondents about the object of assessment
and has been referred to as feeling. In practice, it denotes the degree of liking (disliking)
of respondents, and, in general, the strength of the positive/negative rating attached to
the item at a certain time t. The uncertainty is measured by (1− πt) that determines the
contribution of the uniform distribution in the mixture at a given instant. When πt → 0,
the selection of categories is dominated by the ignorance or uncertainty of respondents to
convey their judgements or opinions using the available rating scale. The uncertainty is
related to the heterogeneity of the distribution [16] and, in this sense, represents the mutual
disagreement among respondents.

Moreover, the parameter δt weights the shift in the mean operated by the shelter
category at a given instant. It is straightforward to derive that:
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E(Yt|St−1) = µt + δt(c− µt) (6)

with µt = (m+1
2 ) + (m − 1)πt(

1
2 − ξt). In this regard, we recall that the widely used

Theil’s balance statistic is the weighted difference in the proportions of respondents who
report positive assessments versus those who report negative assessments. This can be
related to the expected value of an ordinal variable whose values are equally spaced
and symmetric. For example, assuming that m = 5, the balance at time t is B(t) =
−p1t − 0.5p2t + 0.5p4t + p5t, being pjt the probability of responses in each category j. It is
straightforward to show that B(t) = (E(Yt)− 3)/2. Then, using the fitted model (1), it is
possible to explore the dependency of the balance statistics from the explanatory variables.

2.2. Estimation and Fitting Measure

The estimation of the model (1) can be performed by the minimum chi-square method
(see [17,18] for a discussion). This seems to be a natural choice for the issue we are
examining, because data arise in the form of frequency distributions of a periodically
observed discrete random variable.

In particular, let ( f1t, f2t, . . ., fmt) be the relative frequencies from a random sample of
n observations drawn from Yt at a given instant, and assume that the sampling is repeated
for different time points t = 1, 2, . . ., T. Moreover, for brevity, let pyt(θ) = P(Yt = yIt−1).
Then, the minimum chi-square estimates of θ are obtained by minimizing:

G(θ) = n
T

∑
t=1

m

∑
y=1

[ fyt − pyt(θ)]
2/pyt(θ). (7)

The criterion (7) is a special case of more general divergence measures, such as the
power divergence statistic introduced by [19] and the phi-divergence statistic discussed
by [20], for which interesting properties and developments have been derived. Moreover,
the minimum chi-square method achieves higher second-order efficiency with respect
to the minimum modified chi-square method [21]. In addition, the minimum chi-square
estimators θ̂ are asymptotically normal with mean θ and asymptotic variance covariance
matrix (Q)−1 with Q = {qih} [22]:

qih = −n
T

∑
t=1

m

∑
y=1

fyt pyt(θ)
∂2 log pyt(θ)

∂θi∂θh
. (8)

However, in empirical studies using official data from complex surveys, the number
of interviewees may not be available. This is, for instance, the case for the dataset that
will be analyzed in Section 3.2, where the opinions about the inflation trend expressed by
groups of individuals are examined. The metadata concerning the European consumer
survey reports the overall sample size and the sampling method, but it does not give details
about the number of individuals allocated in the various strata. For this reason, in such
a situation, we suggest using bootstrap to evaluate the standard errors of estimates and
building confidence intervals about the time-varying parameters [23,24]. The procedure is
implemented as follows:

• firstly, data are organized as a matrix, R, where rows are given by rt = ( ft, zt, wt, vt),
t = 1, . . ., T;

• a bootstrap sample R∗ is created by resampling T rows from R with replacement. This
preserves the dependency of each ordinal distribution with the explicative variables;

• the bootstrap estimates of the parameters θ̂∗ are evaluated by fitting the model (1) to
the bootstrap sample;

• the bootstrap replicates of the time-varying parameter estimates (π̂∗t , ξ̂∗t , δ̂∗t ) are ob-
tained using (3).
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The process is repeated B times by obtaining the respective bootstrap cumulative
distribution functions F̂∗πt , F̂∗ξt

, F̂∗δt
from which the standard errors and non-parametric

confidence intervals are computed. In particular, considering for example F∗πt , the bootstrap
standard error ofπ̂t is obtained from:

ŜE(π̂t) =

√
∑B

j=1(π̂
∗
tj − π∗t )2

B− 1
(9)

where: π∗t = B−1 ∑B
j=1 π̂∗tj. The (1− 2α)100 confidence interval is [F̂∗−1

πt (α), F̂∗−1
πt (1− α)]

where F̂∗−1
πt (α) is the 100α-th percentile of the bootstrap distribution (see [23] pp. 179–180).

Finally, the goodness of fit of the model can be evaluated by comparing Xmod = n−1G(θ̂)
with the discrepancy between the observed relative frequencies and the uniform probabilities:

XU = m
T

∑
t=1

m

∑
y=1

[ fyt −m−1]2 (10)

The uniform distribution in (10) is representative of the worst model that could be fitted to
the data because it reflects the situation of pure ignorance about the phenomenon under
investigation. Then, the percentage decrease in the chi-square measures (denoted with I f it)
will indicate how far the fitted model is from the ignorance model.

2.3. Data Description

A consumer confidence survey is carried out monthly by the Italian statistical office
(ISTAT) within the EU programme of continuous surveys. The questionnaire includes
questions, mainly qualitative, on the general economic situation in Italy and on the personal
situation of the respondent. Opinions are expressed as assessments concerning the recent
past or as expectations about the short-term future. Consumers are asked to answer,
amongst others, two questions about their perceptions and expectation of inflation. The
first one (denoted as Q5) concerns their perception of past inflation development, and is
formulated as follows:

Q5. How do you think that consumer prices have developed over the last 12 months? They have:
risen a lot; risen moderately; risen slightly; stayed about the same; fallen.

The second one polls, instead, the expectation about the future trend in inflation
by asking:

Q6. By comparison with the past 12 months, how do you expect consumer prices will develop in the
next 12 months? They will: increase more rapidly; increase at the same rate; increase at a slower
rate; stay about the same; fall.

Only the frequency distributions of responses are published monthly. We denote
with Yt the ordinal variable representing the consumers’ perceptions, and with Wt, the
expectations. The observed categories are recoded so that 1 is associated to the category
“fallen/fall”, and 5 to the category “risen a lot/increase more rapidly”. The shape of the
distributions of the ordinal variable Yt, associated to each time point, may vary depending
on the economic situation.

Various drivers have been investigated in the literature as possible determinants
of consumers’ inflation perceptions and expectations. A conceptual framework of the
process generating individual’s opinions has been illustrated by [25]. In particular, this
includes several acting forces, such as the socio-economic environment of respondents, per-
sonal attitudes (gender, age, personal income, level of education), and social amplification
mechanisms due to news about the economy.

According to [26–28], consumers base their judgements and opinions about inflation
development only on the most recent past, exhibiting short memory. Moreover, inflation
expectations are related to perceptions. However, as suggested by various psychological
experiments, this relationship is not one-way and, in addition, the influence is not only true
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from the present to the future. Expectations about price trends, formed at some previous
time, may bias perceptions of the current situation [29–31].

These considerations have guided us in choosing two case studies to demonstrate
implementation of the methodology. Firstly, we consider the impact of the COVID pan-
demic on consumers’ opinions about inflation trends in Italy. During the period of more
drastic measures, the falling demand caused by the reduced opportunity for consumption
and disruptions to supply chains produced opposite pressures on prices. In addition,
sudden changes in consumer expenditure patterns introduced bias in the measurement
of inflation based on consumer price indices [32,33]. Within this framework, monitoring
consumers’ beliefs of current and future inflation was a challenging issue for monetary
authorities and policy-makers [34,35] because the pandemic (and amplification due to news
and social media) altered both perceptions and expectations about the development of
inflation [36,37].

Secondly, we examine how opinions about future inflation change according to the
income level of respondents. Using data from the Michigan survey of consumers, ref. [38]
found that low-income people had significantly higher inflation expectations. Arioli [15]
drew similar conclusions by analysing quantitative measures of expected inflation from
the European consumer survey. Here, we show how the dynamic CUB model can detect
different behaviour of consumers using aggregate data from qualitative surveys.

3. Results
3.1. The Effect of the COVID Pandemic on Consumers’ Opinions about Inflation

We consider consumers’ opinions about inflation (perceptions and expectations) in
Italy from January 2018 to March 2021. Note that, in April 2020, the consumer and business
confidence survey was suspended and resumed regularly from May. Moreover, from
the end of February 2020, numerous containment measures were implemented by Italian
authorities to cope with the spread of the pandemic. In particular, after the initial national
lockdown (from 9 March to 4 May), Italy experienced a number of stop-and-go measures
characterized by different levels of restriction in accordance with the growth of Covid cases
(see, [39,40] for a discussion of control policies).

During this period, the year-on-year changes in the consumer price index declined
remarkably due to weak consumer demand and persistent economic slowdown. From May
2020, the rate of inflation was negative and still declining. It only began to rise at the end of
the year (Figure 1). At the same time, consumer perceptions were altered by the changed
consumption basket [41] and shopping frequency [42], and by unfairness and steep changes
in the prices of particular goods [25]. Moreover, expectations were influenced by growing
concern about the evolution of the health crisis.
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2018
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2018
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2019
Feb

2019
May

2019
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2019
Nov

2020
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2020
May

2020
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Figure 1. Consumer price monthly inflation rate.
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The frequency distributions of opinions observed over time present some common
features, as illustrated in Figure 2 for a few selected time points. Firstly, a prominent
peak is located at the neutral category, indicating that the level of prices has remained
(or is expected to remain) about the same. For this reason, both models elaborated for
inflation perceptions and expectations include a refuge category c = 2. Secondly, a lower
peak, located at the categories indicating an increase (or an expected increase) in prices,
is observed for most of the considered time points. Moreover, as discussed previously,
consumer opinion formation is a short memory process [26–28] and inflation expectations
and perceptions affect each other [29–31].

Figure 2. Frequency distributions of inflation expectations (first row) and perceptions (second row)
for selected dates.

The model of inflation expectations is a mixture including the three components described
in (1). The parameter ξt depends on the mean of expectations at time (t− 1) (aveExp) and
the parameter πt on the mean of perceptions at time (t− 1) (avePerc). These relationships
represent a sort of inertia of the opinion formation process and mimics the availability
heuristic that individuals use to elaborate their opinions [43]. The uncertainty in expressing
opinions about future inflation may increases when, at the previous instant, a higher
proportion of respondents believed that current inflation had increased. Similarly, the
feeling may increase (so that a higher probability will be linked to rising inflation categories)
when,in the previous instant, a higher proportion of respondents believed that inflation
was going to increase. In this way, the model retains the memory of recent expectations
about price changes. Finally, the parameter δt is a function of the difference between the
two mentioned means (aveExp−avePerc). This difference provides a proxy of the expected
change in inflation at the previous instant. When this expected change increases, the use of
the refuge category may decrease because respondents may have a clearer idea about the
evolution of the economic situation.

The model of inflation perceptions, instead, includes only two components: the shifted
binomial distribution and the refuge component. The frequency distributions of inflation
perceptions do not show the presence of a component described by the uniform distribution
(see, the lower row panel in Figure 2). This consideration has been confirmed in the
preliminary estimation step. The estimate of π in the full model was very close to one.
Then, the final model includes the time-varying parameters, ξt and δt that depend on
avePerc and the difference (aveExp−avePerc) at time (t− 1), respectively.

The estimation results are illustrated in Table 1. Compared with the ignorance model
(where each category is equally probable), the reduction in the chi-square discrepancy
between the fitted and observed distributions [22], I f it, is above 90 percent for both models.
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Table 1. Estimation results (standard errors in parentheses).

Model β̂0 β̂1 γ̂0 γ̂1 ψ̂0 ψ̂1 I f it

Perceptions 1.157 −0.517 −0.847 0.214 0.93
(0.019) (0.006) (0.010) (0.008)

Expectations 2.333 −0.370 −0.017 −0.518 −0.090 −0.897 0.98
(0.228) (0.077) (0.754) (0.255) (0.008) (0.051)

The scatterplots of the estimated uncertainty (1− π̂t) versus the feeling (1− ξ̂t) (left
panel of Figure 3), and versus the refuge category coefficient δ̂t (right panel of Figure 3),
show the trajectories that these parameters followed from January 2020 to March 2021. In
particular, after the pandemic broke out, moving from March to May 2020 (the lockdown
period), consumers’ opinions were better defined (both the uncertainty and the weight of
the neutral category decreased) and a greater number of respondents believed that inflation
was going to rise (the feeling increased). As mentioned before, consumers based these
opinions on a limited and biased set of information about prices.
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Figure 3. Inflation expectations: scatterplot of (1− π̂t) vs. (1− ξ̂t) (left panel); (1 − π̂t) vs. δ̂t

(right panel).

When the mobility restrictions started to be lifted during the summer, consumers
gained a wider view of price developments. The mutual disagreement between opinions
increased and the probability that respondents believed that inflation was rising began to
decline (the feeling was smaller). At the end of September 2020, the contagion started to
spread again, reaching the peak number of Covid cases in November. However, as shown
by the trajectories in Figure 3, the parameters followed a path that brought them closer
to the bulk of the data. In other words, the initial shock due to the Covid outbreak was
completely absorbed.

As regards inflation perceptions, the scatterplot of the uncertainty and refuge compo-
nents (Figure 4) again showed a path that, from March 2020, moved far from the majority
of points. Despite observed inflation declining until the end of 2020, the feeling increased
and then the distributions of responses became more left-skewed since a larger proportion
of respondents believed that inflation was increasing. Only at the beginning of 2021 did the
dynamics of the time-varying parameters return to the pre-Covid pattern.
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Figure 4. Inflation perceptions: scatter plot of δ̂t vs. (1− ξ̂t).

3.2. The Evolution of Inflation Expectations by Income Group

This section illustrates how the proposed model can be applied to compare opinions
given by several groups of respondents.

We consider the frequency distributions of the expected direction of change in inflation
from January 2006 to July 2022 expressed by consumers classified according to income
quartiles (Q1, Q2, Q3 and Q4). Figure 5 exemplifies the frequency distributions of opinions
about future inflation of the low-income group (Q1) and the high-income group (Q4) in
various instants. The shapes of the distributions of the two groups are rather different and
change with time. The presence of the prominent peak at c = 2 is confirmed.

As discussed in the previous subsection, the model parameters ξt, πt and δt depend on
aveExp, avePerc, and the difference aveExp−avePerc, respectively. In Table 2, we report
the estimated coefficients with the standard errors obtained by 1000 bootstrap replications.
The fitting measure, I f it, is satisfactory, in general being above 0.8.

Figure 5. Frequency distributions of expectations about inflation by income quartile: Q1 (first row);
Q4 (second row).
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Table 2. Estimation results (standard errors in parentheses) by income quartile.

Model β̂0 β̂1 γ̂0 γ̂1 ψ̂0 ψ̂1 I f it

1st quartile −4.267 1.479 0.481 −0.487 −0.367 0.435 0.804
(0.674) (0.194) (0.423) (0.122) (0.054) (0.095)

2nd quartile −2.622 1.038 1.692 −0.859 −0.352 0.469 0.824
(0.392) (0.251) (0.829) (0.251) (0.055) (0.087)

3rd quartile −1.831 0.852 1.987 −0.953 −0.310 0.334 0.847
(0.817) (0.255) (0.385) (0.124) (0.059) (0.101)

4th quartile −2.018 0.906 2.274 −1.043 −0.413 0.379 0.846
(0.707) (0.228) (0.430) (0.136) (0.043) (0.069)

Firstly, we focus on the evolution of the feeling and uncertainty components of the
lower income group. The feeling is generally above 0.5, indicating that the distributions
are left-skewed; disadvantaged individuals tend to believe that inflation is going to rise
in the next year (Figure 6a). The most evident turning points reflect periods when the
Italian economic system suffered from significant shocks: the financial crisis between
2007–2009, the sovereign debt crisis at the end of 2011, and the post-pandemic period at
the end of 2020. The uncertainty fluctuates over the years, showing higher values during
the periods of low/stable inflation and lower values during the crises when opinions tend
to concentrate on the extreme of the available rating scale (Figure 6b). The disagreement
between respondents changes over time and is considerably influenced by unexpected
macroeconomic events.

We now focus on a comparison of the feeling components between low-income and
high-income individuals, as illustrated in Figure 6c. For most of the time, the trajectory of
the feeling component of low-income earners is higher than that of high-income people.
This implies that the distribution of the first group is often more concentrated in rising
inflation categories. Disadvantaged people tend to update their expectations more strongly
than high-income individuals. This result agrees with the results in [15] obtained from
quantitative survey. The possible lower financial literacy and education of disadvantaged
people influence the opinion formation about future inflation because the accumulated
knowledge about the probable evolution of the phenomenon is limited. Note that, at the
end of 2021, the trajectory of the feeling of the high-income group exceeds that of the
low-income group. This may be the consequence of the completely new situation caused
by the pandemic, which has no reference to past experience and may have severely biased
perceptions of the future.

Finally, the behaviour of the remaining two groups is intermediate between the low-
and high-income earners. For brevity, we do not report the plots of the corresponding
feeling components. The boxplot of the feeling estimates for income groups (Figure 6d)
confirms the attitude of low-income respondents of expecting a higher level of inflation in
the future, but this attitude tends to decrease as income increases.
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(a) Estimated feeling with 95% confidence interval, income Q1

(b) Estimated uncertainty with 95% confidence interval, income Q1

(c) Estimated feeling: income Q1(solid line), income Q4 (dashed line)

(d) Boxplot of the feeling estimates by income quartile

Figure 6. Graphs of time-varying parameters for different income groups.
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4. Discussion

The dynamic CUB model produces an effective description of qualitative data from
repeated surveys. In this context, individual data are often not available and information
is presented in the form of frequency distributions over time. The model provides a
parsimonious parameterization of these distributions. It overcomes the shortcomings
related to approaches that rely on separate analysis of the proportions associated with a
given category over time, or on the study of the evolution of specific summary statistics,
such as the mean of the ordinal distributions.

Two features of the proposed approach are worth noting. Firstly, the parameters of
a dynamic CUB model describe a simplified opinion formation mechanism, including
the feeling, the uncertainty and the weight of the shelter category. At a given time, these
components are affected by the set of information that the respondents have about the
economic situation. This set of information can be summarized by a reduced number of
explanatory variables that can be used to allow the CUB parameters to vary over time.
The pattern of these estimated time-varying parameters is useful for detecting how the
pattern of positive/negative opinions changes over time. Secondly, the model provides a
characterization of the data-generating process of the opinions of subgroups of respondents.
This represents a valuable approach for quantifying the results from qualitative surveys so
that differences in the opinions of clusters of respondents can be identified.
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